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  ABSTRACT 

Web caching is as important as it has ever been. Web caching technology has been widely used to enhance the 

performance of the web infrastructure and reduce the user-perceived network latencies. Proxy caching is a 

Web caching technique that aims to serve users. Web requests from one or a network of proxies located 

between the client and the servers hosting the original copies of the requested objects. Web caching was 

developed for two primary reasons: to cut back the load on web servers and to enhance the net user’s 

experience while browsing the web. Prefetching techniques are used to boost processor’s execution 

performance and faster fetch operations. This paper presents different approaches for improving the 

techniques to deliver relevant web content and an analysed study of prefetching techniques and various 

databases employed by caching servers and different browsers and discusses the techniques to reinforce web 

caching, discusses caching databases also the intended impacts of web caching and related performance 

measures, and focuses on server caching approaches that use a single cache to serve multiple users which is the 

Content Delivery Network (CDN) caching, object caching, and opcode caching and analysing the behaviour of 

various browsers associated with caching. 

Keywords: Web Caching, Proxy Server, Reverse Caching, Prefetching, Redis And Memcached, Browser 

Behaviour, Etc. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Caching has been considered to boost the delivery of content in wireless networks. Web caching is the activity 

of storing data for reuse, such as a replica of a web page served by an online web server. It is cached or stored 

the very first time a user visits the page and the next time a user requests the identical page, a cache will serve 

the replica, which helps keep the origin server from getting overloaded. The Internet bandwidth capacity 

expansion, on the alternative hand, is lagging making the web a serious performance bottleneck. The gap 

between the web infrastructure capacity and demand will still exist, if not expand, as information search and 

business transactions are being increasingly conducted over the web. 

Web caching solutions and techniques improve page delivery speed significantly and reduce the work needed 

to be done by the backend server. Caching servers can be set to refresh at specific intervals or in response to 

certain events to make sure that the freshest or the foremost relevant content is cached (useful for rapidly 

changing information, for instance, breaking news or change in price). Web caching is done by a Proxy Server 

which is an intermediate entity between the original server and the client. Effective caching benefits both 

content consumers and content providers.  

Some of the advantages that caching bring to content delivery are: Decreased costs in the network, improved 

responsiveness, increased performance on the same hardware, and availability of content during network 

interruptions. To make effective use of caching, an informative decision has to be made on which documents 

are to be evicted from the cache in case of cache saturation. This is particularly important during a wireless 

network, where the size of the client cache at the mobile terminal (MT) is small. Many medium-to-large 

enterprises are employing various caching products and services to boost network performance and reduce 

networking connection costs. Many end-user programs, including Web browsers, also maintain their local 

caches to scale back user-perceived network latencies. 
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II. BACKGROUND STUDIES 

Measuring Performance and Aids of Caching  

The potential benefits of Web caching are multifold. From the end user’s perspective, caching can significantly 

reduce the user perceived network latency and improve their web experience. From the viewpoint of the 

Internet infrastructure, caching can scale back the proportion of the online web traffic. As a result, the overall 

performance of the Internet can be enhanced and network crowding is minimized 

Web caching is the most suitable and most sustainable solution to reduce internet traffic and bandwidth 

consumption. The cache exists to bridge the speed gap so it’s important to measure its performance in 

designing and choosing several parameters like cache size, replacement policy, etc. 

We consider five aspects of web caching benefits which are: hit ratio, byte hit ratio, latency reduction, hop 

reduction, and weighted-hop reduction. For the byte hit ratio, we can say the number of bytes that hit the proxy 

cache as the percentage of the total number of bytes requested which measures the amount of bandwidth the 

cache has saved. The Hit ratio is the probability of getting hits out of some number of memory references made 

by the CPU. Cache Hit eliminates the needs to contact the originated server. Considering the limited storage 

space of surrogate servers, the proper replacement of contents decreases the miss rate of content requests as a 

crucial performance metric in CDNs.  

There are many techniques to improve hit rates such as using the small and simple cache, trace caches, and 

pipelined cache access and retaining time loss in the address translation. Caching reduces bandwidth 

consumption; hence, it reduces network traffic and decreases network congestion Caching strives to scale back 

the latency of the user related to obtaining the documents. Latency can be reduced as the cache is generally 

nearer to the client than the source of the content. Caching tries to reduce the network traffic from the web 

servers. Network load can be reduced for the reason that the pages that are served from the cache have to 

traverse less of the network than when they are served by the source of the content. This can scale back the 

number of requests on the content provider. It may also lower the transit costs for access providers and is 

being consummate by temporarily storing static assets (such as images, HTML, CSS, and JavaScript) from the 

webpage so they can be easily accessed later. Correctly using a cache can scale up the website’s performance, 

and a faster website can lead to higher conversion rates. 

Reverse Proxy Caching 

A reverse proxy can reduce the load on its original servers by caching both static and dynamic content, referred 

to as web acceleration. A conventional forward proxy server allows multiple clients to route traffic to an external 

network. For example, a business may have a proxy that routes and filters employee traffic to the public Internet. 

A reverse proxy, on the alternative hand, routes traffic on behalf of multiple servers. A server cache is a kind of 

cache that’s associated with site caching, except rather than temporarily saving content on the client side, it is 

stored on a site’s server. Server caching is additionally fully handled and administered on the server with no 

involvement of the end-user or a browser. This includes Content Delivery Network (CDN), Object Caching, and 

Opcode Caching. 

For caching, a Content Delivery Network (CDN) narrows the load on an application origin and enhances the 

experience of the requestor by delivering a local copy of the content from a near cache edge, or Point of 

Presence. CDNs are geographically distributed networks of proxy servers and they aim to serve content to users 

more quickly. Object caching involves storing database query results so that when the following time a result’s 

needed, it can be served from the cache without having to repeatedly query the database. OPcache is a kind of 

caching system that saves precompiled script bytecode during a cache, so every time a user visits an online web 

page, it loads faster. 

A reverse proxy is a server that sits ahead of web servers and forwards client (e.g. web browser) requests to 

those web servers. They’re generally implemented to assist the increase in security, performance, and 

reliability. Caching servers are accountable for the storage and delivery of cached files. Their main function is to 

accelerate website load times and cut back bandwidth consumption. Each CDN caching server generally holds 

multiple storage drives and high amounts of RAM resources. In proxy caching, the cache server receives the 

request for an item/object from a client. If the item is present in its cache, it responds with the item. Else, it 
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requests the source of the item and ensures the client has the requested item. The proxy either serves these 

requests using previously cached responses or obtains the required documents from the original Web servers 

on behalf of the clients5. The benefits of Proxy caching are that it reduces latency and network traffic which 

makes the experience of the web better and higher availability of the websites. However, the disadvantage is 

that cache could be a single point of failure. 

Conceptually, proxy caches can be viewed as middleware connecting to end-user web programs and web 

servers through protocols. Such caches act as servers to client programs and as clients to Web servers. As a 

proxy server has its own IP address, it acts as a go-between for a computer and the Internet. The computer 

knows this address, and when one sends a request on the internet, it’s routed to the proxy, which then gets the 

response from the web server and forwards the information from the page to the computer’s browser. 

In-Memory Databases:  Redis and Memcached 

An in-memory cache acts as a data storage layer that sits between applications and databases to deliver 

responses with high speeds by storing data from earlier requests or copied directly from databases Compared 

with the conventional disk database, the in-memory database has faster data-storage speed, higher throughput, 

and stronger concurrent access capability, which meets the fast response requirements of many applications.  

In-memory data stores don’t require a visit to disk, reducing engine latency to microseconds. Due to this, in-

memory data stores can support an order of magnitude more operations and faster response times. This results 

in a blazing-fast performance with average read and write operations taking less than a millisecond and support 

for millions of operations per second. The foremost popular in-memory caches are redis, memchaed, and 

ehcache. 

Redis delivers sub-millisecond response times, enabling ample requests per second for real-time applications in 

industries like gaming, ad-tech, financial services, healthcare, and IoT. Due to its fast performance, Redis may be 

a popular choice for caching, session management, gaming, leaderboards, real-time analytics, geospatial, ride-

hailing, chat/messaging, media streaming, and pub/sub-apps. Memcached has distributed memory caching 

system accustomed to speeding up the dynamic database-oriented websites by caching data and objects in RAM 

to chop back the number of times the external is read. It’s a free and open-source database that permits one to 

effectively scale higher loads. This is popular for database query results caching, session caching, web content 

caching, API caching, and caching of objects like images, files, and metadata. 

Many known companies use redis as in-memory storage (example: AWS, Twitter, Snapchat, StackOverflow) 

III. EXPERIMENT OVERVIEW AND ANALYSIS 

Prefetching Techniques 

The two main techniques for tolerating read latency as well as write latency are prefetching and 

multithreading. The key to tolerating read latency is to split apart the request for data and the use of that data 

while finding enough parallelism to keep the processor busy in between. The distinction between prefetching 

and multithreading is that prefetching finds parallelism within the one single thread of execution, while 

multithreading exploits parallelism across multiple threads. Prefetching algorithms are based on clustering of 

users, probability of access and popularity of web objects. With the help of prefetching, latency is reduced, and 

bandwidth under-consumption is avoided  

To hide the latency within one single thread, the request for the data (i.e. the prefetch request) must be moved 

back sufficiently far beforehand of the utilization of the data within the execution stream. There are different 

prefetching techniques discussed in this paper such as: dns-prefetch, prefetch, pre-connect, and pre-render. 

a) DNS-Prefetch 

A dns-prefetch tells the browser that we’d need a few resources from a specific URL, and therefore the browser 

can start the DNS resolution as quickly as possible. 

<link rel="dns-prefetch" href="https://example.com" /> 

Once the browser completes parsing the document, it starts with the DNS resolution for the searched item (In 

this case example.com). Thus the further requests to the searched item for resources become slightly faster. It 

can be used when one knows that they have to connect to that domain soon, and want to speed up the initial 
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connection. It is a way to fix cache validation for the URL of the requested page. The resource is loaded later. It 

has better browser support than pre-connect. 

b)    Prefetch 

Pre-connect is analogous to a DNS-prefetch, but it also carries out the TCP handshake and TLS negotiations 

alternatively. This minimizes the user’s time by eliminating round-trip latency. 

<link rel="prefetch" href="input.html"> 

This asks the browser to download and cache a resource. The download of the resource (script.js or stylesheet) 

happens with low priority. This saves time and avoids the repeated query request process each time the 

webpage is requested. It’s necessary to specify the ‘as’ attribute because it helps the browser to prioritize and 

schedule the download properly.  

In prefetch, the browser downloads the mentioned resources when it has free time or is idle. It gives a low 

priority to these resources. This prefetch is used when the resource has to be used later or in the future. For 

example, any navigation page like about us or contact us. It is used when the resource is not necessary to load at 

an initial phase which minimizes the load of fetching the data from the server and hence improves the 

performance of the web. 

C)    Pre-render 

Pre-render is the epitome of all prefetching techniques and must be used with caution. Pre-rendering tells the 

browser to load all the assets from a particular web page. 

<link rel="prerender" href="https://example.com/about.html" /> 

In effect, the page at https://example.com/about.html is invisibly loaded and kept by the browser. When the 

navigation happens from the current page to this page, the browser can readily load the pre-rendered page, 

thus enhancing the user experience. It is useful when one is sure that a user will visit a specific page next, then 

one has to render it faster. It is used to create static documents before we serve the user. We are sending the 

data and processing it to static documents when one can serve the information. It is a very good way of creating 

a very performant website to survive on basic static assets but has enough information.  It is useful for a 

formally large website but mostly uses static information.  

 

Figure 1: Performance vs Time Graph of different prefetching techniques. 

The most widely used prefetching technique is link prefetching or simply prefetch as the prefetch link relation 

type is used to identify a resource that might be required by the next navigation, and that the user agent should 

fetch, such that the user agent can deliver a faster response once the resource is requested in the future. When 

prefetching is used in channel search, the contents of a channel can be received before users actually requests 

that channel, thereby reducing the delay time that occurs when switching to the corresponding channel. One 

can any prefetching technique based on the requirement. This research has experimented the above 

prefetching techniques. As a result, the mentioned prefetching techniques are used on the basis of one’s need as 

this prefetching helps in faster delivery of web content. 
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Comparative Study of Redis and Memcached 

By experimenting and analyzing both Redis and Memcached we can say that both Memcached and Redis offer 

sub-millisecond response times by keeping data in memory. Also, both in-memory databases allow the 

distribution of data across multiple nodes. Similarly, both support all major programming languages including 

Java, Python, JavaScript, C, and Ruby. Furthermore, there are a few Java clients available for both in-memory 

databases. For example, Xmemcached and Memcached-java-client are available for Memcache, while Jedis, 

Lettuce, and Redisson are available for redis. Memcached allows clearing or cleaning the cache using the 

‘flush_all’ command whereas Redis allows us to do everything from a cache by using commands like ‘FLUSHDB’ 

and ‘FLUSHALL’.Memcached is a transient memory.  

Table 1. Comparison of In-Memory databases: Redis and Memcached. 

Redis Memcached 

Redis comes with an avid command-line interface (redis-

cli) allowing us to execute commands. 

Memcached allows one to run commands by 

connecting to the server using telnet. 

Redis provides us functionality to multiply clusters by 

duplicating the primary storage for better functionality 

and high obtainability 

Memcached supports duplication with third-

party forks like rep-cached. 

Redis provides the out-of-the-box feature for transactions 

to execute commands. 

(One can start the transaction using the ‘MULTI’ 

command, ‘EXEC’ command for the execution of the 

subsequent commands and provides the ‘WATCH’ 

command for the conditional execution of the 

transaction.) 

Memcached doesn't support transactions, 

whilst its operations are atomic. 

 

Redis uses a single core and displays higher performance 

than Memcached in storing small datasets 

Memcached implements a multi-threaded 

architecture by employing multiple cores. 

It can scale horizontally via clustering, which is relatively 

more complex to line up and operate. Also, one can use 

Jedis or Lettuce to enable a Redis cluster employing a Java 

application 

Memcached's multi-threaded architecture is 

highly extensible, accomplished by employing 

multiple computational resources. 

 

Figure 2: Redis and Memcached Performance Graph 

 One can say redis is much better in terms of efficiency as it’s faster and has much more workloads that redis 

can do which memcached can't. The very tiny performance differences (almost in microseconds) seem minor in 
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the face of the enormous gulf in functionality and therefore the proven fact that both tools are so fast and 

efficient that they may very well be the last piece of your infrastructure one ever needs to worry about scaling. 

Redis is helpful when the project is multilingual because redis has shared data structures. Redis needs to apply 

and release memory frequently to the system, which leads to increasing memory occupied by Redis and 

increasing fragmentation rate. One can put pre-defined data structures in one language and retrieve them in 

another language. 

Caching Behavior of Web browsers 

When a user visits an online web page, the contents of that page are stored within the browser's cache so it 

doesn't need to be re-requested and re-downloaded. Mostly, browsers use local caches to improve the latency 

of requests that can hit in the cache and to reduce the network bandwidth consumed. Effectively and efficiently 

using the browser cache can boost end-user response times and reduce bandwidth utilization. The cache-ability 

of an object on the browser is decided by:  

 The response headers returned from the original web server. If the headers display that the content must 

not be cached then it won't be. 

 A validator like an ETag or Last-Modified header must be present within the response. 

If an item is considered cacheable, the browser will retrieve the item from the cache on repeat visits if it’s 

considered “fresh” (Freshness determined by a legitimate expiration time that’s still within the fresh period). 

a) Chrome 

When a user revisits the identical site or visits another website where the identical files are used, Chrome will 

load them from its internal cache, rather than re-downloading each file again. Chrome 86 which was released in 

2020, Google has changed its mechanism which is known as "cache partitioning", this feature works by 

changing how resources are saved within the HTTP cache supported by two additional factors. Due to this, a 

resource's storage key will contain three items, instead of one: the top-level site domain (http://a.example), the 

resource's current frame (http://c.example), the resource's URL (https://b.example/cat.png). Chrome has 

blocked all the past attacks against its cache mechanism, as most website components will only have access to 

their own resources and won't be able to check resources that they haven’t created themselves. 

b) Firefox 

Mozilla Firefox uses in-memory caching for entire sites, including their JavaScript states, for one single browser 

session. Going backward and forward between visited pages requires no page loading then the JavaScript states 

are preserved. This feature, remarked by some as bfcache (for "Back-Forward Cache"), makes page navigation 

in no time. The caching state is perpetuated until the user closes the browser. However, Mozilla has also 

announced similar plans to implement Chrome's cache partitioning mechanism. 

c) Safari 

Safari caches content from third-party origins separately for each document origin, so for example if two sites 

say a.com and b.com both use a common library, third-party.com/script.js, then script.js will be cached 

separately for both sites and if someone has an 'empty' cache and visits the first site and then the other, script.js 

will be downloaded twice. In theory, using common libraries, fonts, etc. from a public CDN provides several 

benefits: reduced hosting costs for sites on a tight budget, improved performance as the resource is hosted on a 

Content Delivery Network (CDN), etc. 

To see the differences between the application with and without acceleration, a new browser session must be 

initiated; the other three ways of loading a page on repeat visits will show no differences with or without 

acceleration. Modern web services use in-memory caching extensively to increase throughput and reduce 

latency. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

This paper concludes with major technical approaches related to the design and operation of proxy cache 

networks and server caching techniques. It also discusses the databases used for caching analyzing different 

techniques we can apply over it. In conclusion to that redis is better and more efficient than memcahed as the 

difference of microseconds plays a huge role in delivery data. This paper represents a detailed and comparative 
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study of caching databases redis and memcached and analyzed the behavior of different web browsers for 

effective caching. 

This also includes the study of prefetching techniques and reverse caching proxy for proper content delivery. 

Prefetching techniques used in different webpages helps one to save response time and redundancy of query 

process. Depending upon the need these techniques are used. Also, analysis of the performance of our web 

caching system by logging the cache hit and total time to process one hundred requests when adding and 

removing cache servers. The detailed study of replacement algorithms and the introduction of new techniques 

for faster content delivery using different sever aching techniques can also be discussed in the future. 
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